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SUNUP?

From las 1974 through 1975, validity data were obtained for a

battery of measures designed for educationally and economically die

vantaged niLnorty group tralneea in work-t sining pawer) programs.

A longitudinal study sample of 391 males and 590 females were tested at

entry into the Opportunities Industrializ_tion Center (01C) program that

provides remedial and vocational training for those who lack marketable

skills, This sample, drawn from 01C in 29 cities throughout the U. S.,

was followed up at program completion (yieldi g an N of 304) and approxi-

mately 6 to 8 months after completion of training. For post-program u e,

a sample of only 154 respondents couldlbe located, of whom 103 had obtained

full-time employment.

Performance criterion information gathered at program comp letLon

(short-term criteria) consisted of 30 varib1es which were factor an lyzed

separately for males and females to produce such orthogonal criterion

dimensions as "Training Program Adjustment," "Mbnetary Expectation V I

"Effective Job Planning," "Personal-SocialAdjust nt," and "Vocational

Confidence." Thirty-five post-program (Longer-term) criterion dimensi _ _

which had to be derived fo- a sample of mmles and females combined

(because of the sample size available), yielded criterion dimensions

designated as: "Overall Employment Success," "Blue Collar Job Succes

"Job Seeking Effort," and "Social Adj -tment and Job Planning."

The meaaures of the battery for which predictive validity was to

be ascertained deal with: (1) Practical Reasoning skills (in the fort

of direction-following in hypothetical job settings), (2) Vocational

It



Orientation (as job know1ede, job seeking skills, job ho1diri nkills,

vocational aspirations plans and interests), and (

ceptions (as self-esteem

) Attitudinal Per-

itude toward authority figures, motivation

to seek employment and willingness to defer present gratification for

future gain). Twenty scores derived from that test battery were corre-

lated with factor scores obtained from the progra- completion end post-

program criterion dimensions.

Analyses of the results imdicated that:

(a) The most valid nteasues for predicting the P-rog an Completion

(sho a were those dealing with Job Seeking

Skills, Job Holding Skills, and Job vnowledge. The highest

validities were obtained i_ relation to the "Training Program

Adjustment" crLerion dimension (r's m mid .20's to mid .30'

Practical Reasoning tees show somewhat lower validities,

while minimal, but significant, levels are achieved for the

Self-Esteem and Deferred Gratification scales,

(b ) In general the

(c)

_ yielded better short term

predictive validity for females than for males. For the

female sample, Level of Vocational Flans and Aspirations

measures resulted in negative validities against veral of

the Program Completi criterion dimensIons This seems to

indicate, somewhat paradoxically, that women with higher

occupational goals and desires temd to achi-ve lower scorts

on the program cmpletion dimensions.

Hel tively little predictive validity was found for the tests

using the Fost-Progran (lo ge_ term) criterion dimensions.
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Resul _ however, are hLgbiy tenuous because of data quality

and inadequate sample size which did mot permit separate

alysis for male and female subsanples. The relatively

significant valid ties (r's in the .ZO's) found were

fo "Job Seeking Skill " "Attitude Toward Authority," and

"Practical ReasoningA against a criterion dimension

of "Blue Collar Job SuoCess" and a dichotomous criterion of

oyment (i.e., Employed Full Time vs. Never Employed follow-

ing OIC Training).

The results obtained w.th this sample of OIC trainees are

similar to those obtained in previous validation studies

involving younger school dropouts enrolled in a youth wcrk-

trainIng program (Neighiborhood Youth Corp Mean test scores,

. factor loading patterns for the battery, criterion factors,

and predictive validities are generally consistent for the

OIC and the NYC samples.

ooncluded,'from the validities achieved, that a number of

the measures are promising as guidance tools for manpower training programs

and could, under appropriate circumstances, serve as useful heuristic

devices to shape curriculum deve1opent or to evaluate behavioral change

resulting from program participation. In addition, the factorially

derived cri

needs, but also provide scales 4 or assessing programmatic effectiveness.

dimensions can not nly serve future test validation

vii



Validation of Assessment 1, es for Use With

Disadvantaged Enrollees in W- -A-Training Programs

Norman E. Freaterg
Benjamin Shirberg

Educational Testing Service

BAC GRO D PuRPOSE

The scarcity of valid behavi- al measures needed to assess trainee

attitudinal, cognitive and social capabilities, has constituted a major

deficiency in the conduct of worktraining (manpower) programs (Backer,

1972; Office of Economic Opportunity, 1972). Attempts to use available

paper and pencil tests for guidance or placement services in those occu

pationallyoriented training ings (servIng largely minority g oup

enrollees from culturally, economically and educationally deprived ba k

grounds) have been open to serious challenge. Basic criticiwas levelled

at the design of formal (i.e., published) instruments have tendeU to

focus on their inappropriateness for lowverbal Skill dIsadvamtage d

spondents in terms of format, subject matter, reading level, length,

linguistic style, method of presentation and interpretation of sc

these deficiencies being seen as the outcome of test development proce

dures and normative data samples aimed at middle class, majority group

members exposed to conventional educational curricula (Karp fi Sigel,

1965; Lennon, 1964; Society for the Psychological Study of Soeil Issues,

1964).

In an attempt to counter most of the sbortcomthgs cited, a test

battery was developed--with support from the Employment: and Training

10



Administration, U. S. )epartment of Laborthat taps broad cons ructs

pe tinent co the curriculum components and professionally perceived

guidance or information needs of worktrainin g programs (Freeberg, 1968;

1970). More suitable design features were incorporated in that battery

in the form of both pictorial and verbal materiala, relatively few items

per measure; with all item ste s and response alternatives orally pre-

sented by the examiner in untimed fashion, Itnn content, verbal level

and style were aimed specifically at adolescent or young adult groups.

Mea res of the battery dealt with ar as of tr.aiiee ability in the form

f (1) practical Teaseling skills (designed around job simulated directi n-

following tasks), (2) vocational knowledge and awa eness (as ph-seeking

and job-holding skills, )(nowledge of job requireuents, vocational plans,

aspirations and interes and (3) attitudinal perceptions (dealing with

constructs of self-esteeni, work motivatIon willingness to defer gratifi-

cation and attitude toward authority figures).

Data used for examining the characterIstics of these meas res were

obtained from samples of enrollees in a national rk-t aining program,

s rving minority group sehool dropouts--i,e., the Neighborhood Youth

Corps, Out-of-School Fro$ra (U.S. Department of Labor. 1971). It was

found that the tests possess reasonable levels of reli!ability for ope a-

onal purposes- with a nunber of them having poteota1ly useful patterns

of concurrent and predictive validity agaInst a variety of performance

criteria such as proficiency ratings by guidance veunselors, training

supervIsors, peers and employers, post-training jnb success (e.-g. , job

level, startIng salary, raises) and community, personal and family adjust-

ments (Freeberg, 1970; Freeberg & Reilly, 19724 Freeberg, 1974). Among

-2-
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the most valid of the n- asures were those that required ome form of

cognitive capability (i.e., p actical reasoning, j

seeking skills).

ledge and job-

Attitudinal scales that showed lesser, but significant,

levels of validity were the one3 dealing with the t inee's fe lings of

personal worth (self-este
, his attitude toward persons in authority,

and his awareness of proper behavior in the work environment.

The value of the instrument_ shown to date, has been dependent,

almost exclusively, on their use with samples of relatively youthful

enrollres (approximately 14 to 21 years of age) in a manpower program

that provides only generalize,c1 aspects of "work experience" as opposed

to a program that concentrates on more specific vocational or technical

skIlls trainng,* Thus, there remaIns a need to investigate the wider

applicability of the battery Ito those programs that incorporate the

development of vocational skills in their training curricula and that

also tend to serve disadvantaged tr inee groups of a wider age ra ge.

The present study attempts to address that need by applying the

measures to samples of trainees of the Opportunities Industrialization

Center (MC) manpower training program (OIC's of America, 1975), a

nationwide program offering remedial and occupational training to adults

who lack the cultural, economic and technical capabilities needed to

obtain and retain employments In order to determine the suitability

of the tests for use with such a population it is desirable to examine:

the value ch of the tests in the battery in terms of its levels

concurr nt and predictive validity for a variety of performance

See Levitan and Mangum (1 9 ) for a description of the varIous types
of work-training programs that have been federally supported.

-3-
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criteria, (b) some contrasts be tween the results ob ned an ttose of
previous work-traini-vg program sample_- in terms 1:4 general rneasurement

characteristics (mails ariances, factor ptterra, validity coefficients)
and, (c) the av-ailability and applicability of perform8nc criteLon
measures th t can be used ta define training "success" and the cohe'e t

outcome dimensions that underlie and help e34plain those multi-face ted

behaviors.

ME THOTI

A. The Tes Bette r

The choice of measurement con tracts that comprise the battery had

originally been based on information deriNed from worktrathang pr -gram

professionals (e.g . , vodat ional counse lors, vork-si t e s upe rvi sors, job

developers, training proje ct directors ) regarding trainee behavi oral

capabilities de med most impo tent in shapins their training eff.orts

and thus in the potential emp 1 yability and ewe rail adjustment 01 the

tra nee. These constructs were used to define 13 separate tests that

are most conveniently gr-ouped under three behavior 1 categ_ ries of (1)

job-related practical r -s fling skill, 2) vocational orierttatio and

(3) attitudinal Terce t ono of self and others. rhe measur-es are de-

scribed briefly -below..

1. Prac tical Reasorii kill is cmnprjsed of three te sts cons istli

o f

(10 items ): prcvides the

respondent with 1nfrrnation needed for a hyp the tical post

office jb requi ring hurt to Sort raail uOing zip codes-

3
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Questions are presented in a multiple-choice format pertaining

to that task.

acti _1 Reasoning 7 Mnp llea4ng (10 itens): provides a map

Illustrating several square city blocks along with information

needed to answer multiple choice questions about delivering

materials to different locations shown on the map.

-7-
- Fractical Reasoning - File and Sorting (10 items): requires

the respondent to sort out potential job applicants based on

their background as presented on a set of numbered file cards.

Multiple-choice ite_ -olve matching file card information

to job requirements stipulated in each item atem. (This'

measure is used exclusively with males, since prior results

had indicated that the task lacked sufficient difficulty for

females and minimal variability.)

on 1 Orientation is a category comprising six measu s:

Job Knowledge (27 items): requires answers to multiple-ch ice

items regarding a variety of jobs (e.g., carpenter, auto

mechanic policeman) tn terms of their educatIonal requirements,

ting salary, primary task performed, hours of work, place

where wo k is performed and tools utilized.

Job Seekin Skills (17 ite ) presents multiple-choice items

dealing with ways of looking bar jobs, some of which entail

interpretation of newspaper want ads and portions of job

application blanks.

Job Holdin- Skills (11 items): depicts situa ions that might

be encountered on a Job with regard to supervisors' requests,

1 4
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appropriate dress, punctuality, etc., for which the respondent

chooses the reply he would give, Or the most appropriate

behavior called for, in that situation.

Vocational Aspirations (16 ite utilizes items that present

a wide range of jobs both picto ially and by job title (i.e.,

from ' aborer" t "Scienti 1'). The r_ p adent indicates the

degree to which he vould aspire (prefer) to engage in each

occupation shown..

Vocational Plans (16 items): incorporates items showing the

same jobs as the Vocational Aspiration booklet with response

alternatives that request the degree to which the respondent

actually plans (intends) to enter such mn occupation. oth

the aspirations mad plans measures are scored separately along

with a difference score obtained by sub acting plans from

aspirations.

Vocational Int t (28 items): presents pictorial and verbal

information regarding job ta ks characteristic of a number of

occupations. The respondent :irLdicates the degree to which he

would favor perforring each task. Separate scale scores are

derived for each of seven interest categories (4 items each)

designated as Clerical, Service, Technical, Outdoor, Science,

Business, and Aesthetic.

Attitudinal Perce tions are defined by the fol wing f

Attitude Toward Auth- (12 items ) in which scenes depict-

ing respon es of an adolescent to authority figures (e.g.,

teacher, policemam, parents, judge, etc ) are used to elicit

-6--



the degree of pro- or anti-authority feelings by the respon-

dent.

aelf7Esteem (16 items): depicts situations pictorially in

which the respondent indicates the degree to which he feels

himself "worthy" of the desirable outcomes (getting a dtplmma,

job, promotion, etc.).

Wtivatton foryocatimaal Achievement (17 items ): presents

statemeats, as item stems, that bear on the desirability of

seeking and maintaining employment andw1Lthgness to suffer

incmnvenience in accepting employment. These require the

individual to respond (Likert-scele fo at) in te --I of the

degree of agreement with the statement or the degree t which

a job is acceptable in spite of undestra"ole featu

d G fication (16 itens): presents statements

dealing Ith the willingaess to delay preset_ reward for

future gatn to which the respondent ladicatewhis degree of

agreement.on a five-point scale (Likert-scale forma_

The items of nach test appear in small (4" x 8") booklets with a

single item to a page. They are intended for oral admini-tration to

small groups of trainees (maximum of ab ut 12) and are untimed; being

paced essentially by the examdner who reads all item stems and response

alternatives. Of the 13 measures, 5 are wholly verbal in content and 8

contain both pictorial and verbal Info- ion. Where pictorial sanes

are presented, a young adult is always depicted as a central figure,

thus necessitating separate forms of those 8 booklets for male and

-7-



female respondents. More complete descriptions of test rationale and

item content are found in Freeberg (1968, 1970,

Perfornance Criterion Measures

Two sets trainee performarLce outcomes are to be used as criterion

neasures for predictive validation of the test battery:

1. Prorancomletion (short-term) C- - which ware obtained

at the time the trainee anmpleted the OTC skills cratnin,g pro-

gram. Tlese were obtained from a questionnaire that yielded a

t tal of 30 usable va ielles. These are listed in Appendix A

with some explanatory irafornjatjon. The items had been derived

from five a _p.211 (rational) p rformance catego -s of (a)

Vocational Awareness and Flamning Skills (e.g., awareness of

important --pects -f jobs, kmowledge of steps to take to find

employment, level of jobs planned for), (b) Pe nal-Social

Adjus tine in regard to family, communt y, police), (c)

Vocational Moti- tion (e.g., willingness to accept tranLng,

general views of desirability of employrent), (d) Training

gram Adjustment (e.g., absences, number of course changes,

judgments of proficiency by others, i.e counselors, i uc-

tors, peers), and (e) Vo ational Belf-Confid- ce ( per-

ceptions of ability to "nuke

2. Post-T ran (lo-

ri job s ting).

Criteria - consist of 35 variables

(described in Appendix B) obtained 6 to 8 months after OIC

training progran completion. Itens that conprise the question-

naire were derived from four rational dimensions, or categories,

-8-



of loziger-terin o :,comes defined tent and Level of

Employment (e.g., quality of job obtained, length of job stay,

salary, number of jobs held), (b) Job Performance and Adjust-

ment (e.g., JOb satisfaction, salary raises, promotIons, salary

xTectations, employer proficiency rating)," ) Pe onal-Social

Adjustment (e.g., family relations, community adjustment, health,

use of credit, saving money), and (d) Job Motivation and Planning

(e.g effort in obtaining interviews and filing applications,

actions to take 11 present j b is lost, attendance at school,

number of sources used to find job, level of future job plans).

Both the broad categorIes and tbe variables chosen to define them

w -e drawn fromwork-training program objectives outlined in enabling

manpower legislation (Economic Opportunity Act, 2966; Federal Register,

1969), federal agency standards (UB Department of Labor, 1971) and

research literature of the sort devoted to issuee in work-training pro-

gram evaluation (lorus 6 Tash, 1970; Wholey, et al., 1970; National

League of Cities, 1973).

The criterion questionnaires for trainees were designed for oral

administration on an ind vidual basis in a 20 to 30 ninute session.

Prior applicati n of these crit--ion ins -onents with cros -sectional

samples of Neighborhood Youth Corps trainees mnd f rmer trainees (6

months to 1 1/2 years out of the program) had demonstr _ed the feasi-

bility of most of the variables for their intended purposes (Freeberg &

Reilly, 1972). Certain modifications in scoring -were required, however,

fox the present study because of distributional properties of some of the

me _ures. For example, "number of pay rais: " and "number of job

is
-9-



prom " although found to be suitable criteria. in previous cross-

sectional study, were found to be so highly skewed in this sample (few

persons rec iving even a single pay raise or promotio that they could

only be applied as dich-tomous variables ("Pay Raise vs. No Pay Raise"

an(J "Fromotion vs. No PromotIon"). Apparently the post-

follow-up period--impos d by study constraints--does

ogram six-month

not allow sufficient

time for more than a small proportion of the ex-trainees to obtain pro-

motion ay raises; thums t nding to weaken their -ffectiveness as

measures.

C. nles'aSar.lectiM
74e test battery was administered at program entry to a sample

391 male and 590 female trainees enrolled in OIC projents located in 29'

ties throughout the V. S.1 Of the 981 trainees tested at entry, there

were 3404 (115 males, 189 fe ale ) who were able to be fo wed-up at

compl tion" of training for administration of the Program Completion

Questiontaire.2 Of the 304 trainees there were 15 7 -who ould be located

about 6 to 8 months after completing training d who were willing to

respond to the P -Program (uestionnaire. Of that 157, 103 (66%) had

found full-tim- -mployment--30 hours per week for 4t least one week,,--

they left OIC. It is this grow of 103 tha utes the b sic

sample for analyses of post-program criteria, since the b-related per-

formance criterion measures car ally be applied to those who hold1-
See kppendix C for I
located.

cities in which participating OIC's are

Tine to completion varied somewhat as a function of the particular
vocational curriculum in which the trainee was enrolled. In most OIC
projects, however, the enrollmera period is nominally 4 to 6 months.
Any trainee who remained beyond four monthswas considered eligible
for inclusion in the Program Completion Sample.

-10-



employment. (Of interest is the fact that dhe 34% who remained unemployed

represent a proportion consonant with U. S. Department of Labor unemploy-

ment rates reported for teen-age and young adult minority group members

during the 1974-75 recession.)

Eighty-two percent of the trainees followed up were classifiable as

minority group menbers (65% ElaCk, p ic) and 18% as White. The

age range was fron 17 to 35 with a mean age _f 20.7. Trainees completed

an average of 10.8 years _of sch oI and almost 60% indicated that they

were high schnol graduates. The mean time spent enrolled in OIC w.

4.6 months.

All phases of testing and questionnaire date collection were carried

out by a designated staff member at eath OIC project who was also a full-

time OIC employee. Each of these individuals took part in a two-day

training session that provided f -ization with the study purposes,

content of the tests and questionnaires, procedures for trainee follow-

up, and instructions for administration of the materials. Respon ibility

for coordination of training and data gathering was assumed by a profes-

sional staff merthber of OIC in Ph ladelphla.

he OIC P_o -a-

In order to appreciate the na ure of the,data collected during the

course of this project is is desirable to understand the or anizational

characteristics of the Opportunities Industrialization Center (OIC)

program and its node of operation.

OIO vas originally founded in Philadelphia in 1964 wIth the goal of

providing job trai frig, primarily fox Blacks and other mino- ties from



the'inner city who lacked marketable skills. In addition to providi g

skills trainin- for a wide range of occipations the OIC program placed

heavy emphasis on assisting trainees in their personal growth and de lop-

vent. Virtually all OIC programs re uire that trainees go through a four-

forto six-week "Feeder Program" -hich endeavors to instill appreciatio

one personal capabilities and a ' orientation," along with

instruction in verbaland arithmetic s.kills needed for functioning in a

variety of the vocational curricula offered, Following the Feeder P ogran,

the tra nee chooses a specific occupational skill area which he enter5

for an instructional period of about four to six nonths. These skill

areas range from conventional trades (e.g., machine shop, auto mechanics

clerical and health-related occupati (e.g., practical _ursing).

Trainees tend to be young adults, although individuals over 30

also accepted. Some form of stipend is paid to the trainees in most

grams with the amount dependent upon the terms governing the CETA gr

to the-local contracting agency. In addition to remedial educational

and vocational training, the program pro-vides guidance co _seling, job

place ent, and follow-up of trainees for up to six months after com-

pletion of training.

Between 1964 and 1973, OIC expanded horn a single center in Ph a-

delphia to more than 100 centers in 43 states. During this period, the

national organiz _tion (OIC _ of America) received Its funds directly

from the U. S. Department of Labor under a prime contract. With the

passage of the Comprehensive Employment and 'Training Act (CETA), funds

for DIC centers were channeled through local prime sponsors. This change

in the fiscal and administrative relationship tended to loosen the strong

-12-
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adminis rative ties that had formerly existed between the national OIC

organization and the local OIC centers. however, the nati nal OIC con-

tinues to provide consultation and certain administrative services. An

Association of °IC Executivfe Directors also serves to nairitain communi-

cation among centers and to reinforce OIC commitment to the slogan

"We Help Ourselves."

Specia _Samplin&Problema

A number of constraints encountered in data gathering for the 1- gi-

tudinal sanmples should be Clarified, since they can effect sample biases,

the quality of the study results, and the permissible generalizations.

Most of these sampling problems have been found to be generic in any

atempts to obtain research or evaluation information from (or about)

poverty-level, minority group tr inees raiding in in_ er-city areas,

who have 'been characterized as so lied "hard-to-loc ts" populations

(Barnes, 1972; U. S. DepartMent of Labor, 1969). Special difficulties

have been cited. in: ) attempts to locate respondents through con en-

i nal institutional channels (employers, schools, social organizations,

etc ), (b) overcoming minority community suspicion of "outsiders" seeking

information, ) the unwillingness of former trainees (e pecially those

who have been -ut of a training program for a _eriod of oriths) to

coope a e as respondents to questionnaire surveys, (d) a high degr-e

of sensitivity to "invasion of privacy" by all information sources and

(e) recruiting professional interviewers sufficientl- familiar with the

n_ ity community and the ntbam locale in which they are to function.



enco

ithough the present investigation would have been expected to

every effort was made in the

study design to minimize them. For example, the use of OIC staff

personnel to administe_ the rests and to collect criterion data should

Er many of these same conce

have served to overcome some of the suspicion of outsiders that might

otherwise have been gene ated. What could not have been anticipated,

however, was the devastating

1974-75 -during the very tim

to collect criterion data.

Installations to cu- ail their programs dra

of the economic recession of

project staff was endeavoring

c pinch caused a number of OIC

_cally and, in a few

Instances,, to cease operations altogether. A number of the OIC personnel

who had been assigned to assist with the project and who had undergone

eetation and training in data cOl tion procedures were reassigned

to other duties causing a substantial 'loss

impact on trainees was also con.

of folio --p data. The

rab:e. Kany of them dropped out -f

the training program because they could not find p t-time jobs o sup-

plement their CETA training stipend, Others left training when they

became

in the sample (from 981 down to

gram terminations, reassignment

dropout rate among trainees, and a

complete crite ion que _ionnairea.

discouraged about the job outlook. Thus, the severe attrition

7) is a function of unanticipated pro-

of OIC personnel, a higher than expected

F. a1es
Given the 13 measures of the te

illingness of some trainees to

battery along with the 30 program

completion and 35 post-program criterion measures, the analyses to be

undertaken consist of:

'4 3
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Examination of the characte istics of the tests and the total

b ttery in terms of means and variancea, test intercorrelation

and resulting factor patterns. These also allow for gross

comparisons between the present atudy sample aqd previous

results obtained with samples

enrollees.

(2) Identification of major inte

outh work-training progra

-able criterion dimeneions

validation of the battery, by ext action of factors

from the 30 x 30 program completion and 35 x 35 postp gram

criterion intercorrelation matrices and computation, from the

loadings, of criterion factor score

Computation of validity coeft ciente between each

the test battery and the factor scores for each of the two

sets of criterion dimensions which constitutes the pri

analysis of the study.

It should be pointed out that missing data occurred at each stage

longitudinal data collection, so that mis ng-data analyaee w r

required throughout (e.g., in many instances respondents chose n

answer pat:ticular items of the tests or questionnaires; in other stan-

ces ratings by peers, instructors, co elors, or employers ware

available for significant propo tions of the samples.) Furthermore,

attrition for the post-program sample, that resulted in an N of 103

employed individuals, necessitated factor analyses of the 35 criteria

*Factor scores were computed by post-mul
by the rotated factor loading matrix, ob
ponencs solution.

4
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for the sexes combined. The program completion sample size of 304 9

females and 115 males), however, provides Some

for computing criterion dimensions separate

As a secondary and brief analysis,

changes in pre- and p t scores for a se

b

sonable justification

ex.

possible to examine

107 (71 females and

36 males) from the 981 trainees originally testedk Pre-test scores were

those obtained at he time of entry into 0 C end post-test scores at the

time of completion of th e four to six week "Feeder P gram," during which

concentrated in truction is given in remedtl $M,Ils. This relatively

small subsample was obtained on an unselece4,, votuatary basis by data

collectors at a few OIC sites, who were willing to expend time and effort

beyond the minimum data athering req irements As such, there are

likely to be a number Of unkni selective bissea tn the subsample and

the findings will be touched on only briefly in'the Results section below .

RESULTS

The _Test Battery

Means and standard deviations for 12 tests ad 7 Interest subscales

are show in Table 1 for the 01C sample of 9$1 and for a sample of 560

Neighborhood Youth CorpS (N.Y.C.) trainees obtained in 1972.

general the meais and variances are fair1y similar for the two

samples, although otably, the mean scores--with the exception of Level

of Vocational Aspirations LVA)--tend to be slightly but consis ently

higher for the OIC sample, TWo of the mean differences for the 12 tests

and for three of the lntezest subscales do, beveD , reach significant



Table 1

Test Means an 4 Standard Deviations for
OIC and N.Y.C. Trainees

Test

N.Y.C. Sample OIC_Sample
(N 560)

a

(N

19.9

981)

a

Job Knowledge 19.4 4.2 3.4

2. Self-Esteem 3615 4,1 37.8 3.9

3. Deferred Gratification 5117 6.9 53.5 6.8

4. Level of Voc. Aspir. 184.8 35.1 199.8 32.3

5. Level -f Voc. Plans 160.4 34.2 158.0 36.3,

6. Attit.t --a -d Authoritv 4214 8.7 44.7 8.8

7. Job Seeking Skills 10.9 3.4 12.6 2.9*

8. Job Holding Skills 28.2 4.1 30.3 2.9*

9. Motiv. Voc. Achievement 55.1 13.6

10. PR-Map Reading 5,4 2.6 5.8 2.6

11. PR-Zip Coding 7.0 2.7 7.8 2.3

12. PR-File Card 7.7 2.7 8.0 2.5

Interest:

13. Aesthetic 9.9 2.5 10.7 2.5

14. Science 9.5 2.7 10.6 2.7*

15. Technical 8.8 3.1 9.2 3.2

16. Cle-lcal 10.9 2.6 11.8 2.4*

17. Business 10.1 2.5 10.8 2.6

18. Service 11.1 2.4 11.9 2.3*

19. Outdoor 6,9 2.8 7.6 2.9

* Mean difference significant at the .01 level

1 Not comparable measures in both samples. Seven additional Items were
added to the original ten ttem MVA measure for use in the present study.

-17-
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levels of mean difference (p < .01). The OIC trainees are apparently

more adept at interpreting job want ads and application blanks (Job Seek-

ing Skills) and more sensitive to appropriate conduct in a job setting

(Job Holding Skills), than the younger, teen-age school dropouts of an

N.Y.C. program. Most of the job tasks depicted for the three signifi-

cantly higher Interest scales (Clerical, Service and Science) represent

a number of areas in which OIC trainees are likely to be qualified by

virtue of their training.

As a means of examin ng the dimensional characteristics of the test

battery when applied to the OIC population and, ut the same time provid-

ing another level of comparison with prior findings, the test battery was

factor analyzed. Intercorrelations of 20 scor s for males and 19 scores

for females derived fr m the tests and the Interest subscales are pre-

sented in TaH.e 2 for both sexes.

The patterns of zero order r's are seen to be broadly similar for

both sexes--a similarity that is clearly reflected in the factor struc-

ture of the battery. Factors were ext acted from each matrix using a

principal components solution with varimax rotation to orthogonality

(Kaiser, 1958). Three readily interpretable factors were found for each

sex and are summarized in Table 3 on the basis of loadings of sufficient

magnitude to enter into the interpretation (i.e. approximately .30 or

greater). Factor I (intellectual Abilit ) shows virtually an identical

pattern for males and females in its positive loadings on the Job Knowl-

edge, Practical Reasoning, and Job Seeking Skills measures. Almost

equally identical is Factor III, which is designated as Vocat_ional

Ambition on the basis of its high positive loadings on the Vocational

-18-
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Table 2

Intercorrelationn of Scores for Tett Battery

(Males N 391, Feuales 1 590)1

_1 2 4".. 9 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 1

1. Job Knowledge 343
.23 .04 -.09 .20 .19 .43 .31 .05 .28 .27 .33 .06 .16

2. Self-Esteem .04 .32 .16 .09 .08 .24 .23 :47 .15 ,13 .25 .27 .19 .26

3. Deferred Otatificatim .18 .16 .04 -.03 .15 .30 .22 .36 .11 .13 115 .18 .03 :10

4, Vocatl Aspirations -.04 ,08 .06 ,48 .43 .07 -.09 .21 ,12 -.04 ,00 dO .45 .48

5. Voce, Plano .19 :03 -.02 .50 -.59 -.01 -.19 .01 .14 -.18 -.10 -.08 .25 .33

6. Aspit. minus Plans .16 .04 .08 .18 -.60 .13 :15 .18 -.02 .15 .17 .16 .11

7. Att. toward Authority .21 .18 .31 .09 -.04 ,13 .30 .17 .04 .20 .21 .16 -.04 .04

8. Job Seeking Skills ,46 .05 .20 -.05 -.15 .10 .26 .34 .10 .48 .47 .44 .05

9. Job Holding Skills .30 .16 .22 :10 -.05 .16 .23 .25 .16 .20 .28 .30 :16 .23

10. Hotiv.for Vet. Athiev. 47 .07 .19 .08 .05 ,04 43 .16 .14 -.03 .03 .04 .06 .07

11. PR-Mnp Reading .34 .04 .08 -.09 -.20 .11 .19 .42 .13 .05 3 .44 -.04 -.02

12. PR-2ip Coding 9 .05 .09 -.05 -.20 .16 .21 .51 .17 .06 .49 .60 .07 .07

13. PR-File Care
.04

14. Aesthetic -.18 .09 -.03 .38 .37 -.03 .01 -.10 -.03 8 .00 -.07 =,.54

15. Science -.09 .05 .00 ,42 .29 .09 .07 -.03 .07 48 .01 -.04 .34

16. Techniusi -.24 -.06 -49 .37 .37 -,04 -.03 -.19 -.05 .04 -.10 -.15 .46 .49

17. Clerical .01 .08 .03 .29 .27 -.01 .11 .04 .12 31 -.07 .00 .19 .31

18: 8usiness - 14 .06 .05 .44 .39 41 .06 -.09 .04 .08 -.07 -.06 .47 .39

19. Service -.07 ,03 -.02 .46 .37 .04 -.05 .11 .08 :00 -.06 -.06 .42 .42

20. Outdoor -.06 .01 .03 .22 .18 .02 -.04 -.02 .03 .06 .14 .03 .57 47

1 r's for sees above the dis al; females below

2 Test used with males only

3 en of .13 or greater significant at the .01 level for tales

r's of .11 or greater significsnt at the .01 level for measles

Vocational Intert

16 17 1_ 19 20

.09 .01 48 .17 .07

.22 .19 .10 .30 10

.07 .12 .13 .09 -.02

.39 .43 .40 .44 .36

.28 .34 3 .30 .32

.09 .06 .12 .02

.07 .04 .07 .02 .04

.01 -.05 .03 ,08 .03

.14 .19 .21 .76 .10

.11 .09 .13 .10 .16

-45 -44 -.07 .01 .04

AO -.01 .14 .09 .04

.03 .08 .08 .10 .03

.41 .47 .48 .53 .35

.62 .52 .56 .51 .43

.36 .46 :41 .52

.18 .61 .46 .29

.40 .52 .48 .31

.37 .29 .46

.53 .06 .24 .25

29



Factor

.Cognitive Skill

Test Lrjlita

FR-Zip Coding .81

PR-Map Reading .79

PR-File Cards .74

Job Seeking Skills .70

Job Knowledge .44

Factor Varlce . 2.8

Factor I

Test
410.11a

PR-Zip Coding .79

Job Seeking Skills .76

PR-Map Reading .75

Job Knowledge .66

Factor Variance 2 2.5

Table 3

Rotated Factor Loadings for Test Battery

(Males N = 391)

Factor II

Positive Attitude

Test

Factor III

Vocational Agition

Test ItoacLng.

Deferred Gratification .74 Voc.Int.-Science .79

Self-Esteem .66 Voc.Int.-Aesthetic .74

Job Holding Skills .63 Level of Vocat. Aspir, .73

Attit.Toward Authority .50 VociItt.-Service .73

Job Knowledge .39 Voc.int.-Business .71

Motiv. for Achievement 436 Vocant.-Technical .70

Job SeekIng Skills .30 Voc.Int.-Clerical .69

Voc.Int.-Outdoor .63

Factor Variance 2.2 Level of Vocat. Plans .46

Factor Variance . 4.5

(Females, N 59 )

Factor II

Positive Attitude

Test

Factor III

Vp ational AMbition

Test ilAtiti

Deferred Gratification .72 Voc.Int. -Clerical .74

Attit.Toward Authority .59 Voo.Int, -Business .72

Motiv. for Achievemeht .53 Level of Vocat. Aspir. .70

Self-Esteem .52 Voc.Int. -Service .65

Job Holding Skills .45 Level of Vocat. Plans .50

Voc.Int. -Science .48

Factor Variance . 1.7 Voc.int. -Aesthetic .39

Voc.int. -Technical .30

Factor Variance . .8



Interest scales, along with Level of Vocational Aspirations and Level

of Vocational Plans. The only minor sex difference on this factor is

a reasonable one, in that females who score high on the dimension do not

tend to favor the choice of job tasks depicted on the Outdoor scale;

probably because they cannot perceive these as appropriate for themselves

as women living in an urban environment (i.e., tasks of sowing crops,

caring for farm animals).

Factor II is similar for both sex__ as one that unequivocally

defines the trainee holding Positive Attitudes by virtue of having

highest loadings on those measures that deal with Self-Esteem, Deferred

Gratification, Motivation for Vocational Achievement, Attitude Towa d

Authority, and Job Holding Skills. All of these deal with the individual's

perceptions of himself and what he believes would constitute appropriate

behaviors in various situations. Here the sex difference of note is a

tendency for the factor (among males only) to pick up a alight cognitive

component with interpretable levels of loadings on Job Knowledge (.39)

and Job Seeking Skills (.30). Not only has a simile__ sex difference in

the loading patterns been found for this particular fa tor, in results

with N.Y.C. samples, but the same three factors discussed above have also

appeared as the dominant ones in those previous analyses CFrceberg, 1968,

1970; Freeberg & Reilly, 1972).

.Pre- and Post-Score Chan es

Mean scores at OIC entry (Pre-Feeder course_ ) and following the four

to six week Feeder training are shown in Table 4. Very little change was

observed in the test scores, although they tended to be in the expected

-21-
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Table 4

Test- etest, Pre- and Post-Feeder Program
Means and Standard Deviations

(N 4 107)

Tes_t

Job Kno ledge

Self-Esteem

Deferred Gratification

4. Level of Voc. Aspir.

5, Level of Thc. Plans

6. Aspirations minus Flans

Pre-Test Poat-Teat

o

2.7

5.2

6.7

28.0

36.1

33.5

M_11

19.7

38.5

52.9

208.4

167.1

40.8

19.8

38.9

53.0

205.2

176.9

289

2.6

4.1

7.4

28.0

37.0*

37.8

7. Attit toward Authority 44.5 8.9 45.9 8.6

8. Job Seeking Skills 12.4 2.9 13.0 2.7

9. Job Holding Skills 30.6 2.8 31.1 1.8

10. Hotly. Voc. Achievement 53.7 14,2 60.5 13.51

11. PR-Map Reading 5.4 2.5 5.9 2.8

12. PR-Zip Coding 7.7 2.2 8.2 1.9

13. YR-File Card. 9.1 1.3 9.6 0.7

Interest:

14. Aesthetic 11.3 2.3 11.4 2.4

15. Science 11.2 2 6 11.4 2.4

16. Technical 10.0 3.0 10.3 2.7

17. Clerical 12.7 2.2 12.3 2.4

18. Business 11.9 2.4 12.0 2.3

19. Service 12 7 1.9 12.1 2.1

20. Outdoor 7.8 2.9 7.9 2,7

Significant at 1 level

Significant at .02 level

3 3
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direction as indicated by the higher mean score after the Feeder Program.

However, only two of the mean changes represent significant improvement.

These appear for the higher Post-Feeder Motivation for Vocational Achieve-

ment score (CR .= 4.7; p. c.01) and Level of Vocational Plans (CR 2. 2.52;

P a .02).

These results are presented only for cursory examination sipr:e, _ as

indicated previously, the relatively nmall smmple of 107 may be biased in

a number of ways. In addition, little change in the constructs measured

could be expected to occur over such a short time span. Under any cir-

cumstance, the contrasts from one tine period to another remain difficult

to interpret thout some form of control group for comparative purposes.

B. Criterion Dimensions

The sets of 30 Program Completion and 35 Post-Program criteria were

each factor analyzed using a principal components solution with Varimax

rotation to orthogonality. In the case of the Program Completion criteria,

the sample size of 304 allowed for sepa ate factor analyses by sex. The

Post-Program criterion sample of former trainees who had obtained full-

time employment (and for whom t.14 full range of job dependent ,-. iterion

variables were applicable) , however, dictated the necessity of combining

males and females into a single sample of 103.

P o am Com.letion on Dimensions

Interpretable criterion factors and their loadings, as extracted

from the 30 x 30 intercorrelation matrices for males and females, are

shown in Tables 5 and 6. Along with each set of loadings, the total

factor variance accounted for is shown as an indication of factor

-23-



Program

Table 5

Rotated Loadiugs for
Completion Criterion Factors

(Males; N A 115)

Factor I
TrainjormAdjstment

Factor II
Personal-Social Ad ustment

Variable dn Variable Loadin&

Voc. Skill Instructor Set Along with Family .76
Rating .74 Awareness of Job

# Absences -.65 Characteristics .72
Remedial Instructor Save Money .55

Rating .50 Family Feelings About
Trouble with Police -.40 Trainee .48
Peer Rating 37 Peer Rating .41
Feelings of Voc. Adequacy .35 Importance of Keeping Out
Counselor Rating .29 of Trouble_ .31

# People Giving Hard Time -.30
Factor Variance = 2.2 # Health Problems . -.30

Factor Variance = 2.4

Factor III
Monetary Expectation

kbAylg_

Factor IV
Effective JobILTTIIE

Variable Variable
1-9_a441a

Starting Salary Expected .89

_

Level of Long-Term Job
Top Salary Expecced .86 Plans .67
Least Pay for Desired Job .86 What to do beyond First
Remedial Instructor Rating .55 Job .63
Ways to Look for Desired Important Things to Ask

Job -.33 Job Interviewer .59
Financial Help to Family .31 # Relevant Ways to Search

for Job .55
Factor Variance = 3.2 # Relevant Rea'sons for Sel.

Present Training Area .54
Feelings of Voc. Adequacy .44
Counselor Rating .30

Factor Variance = 2.5

35
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Table 6

Rotated Loadings fo
Program Completion Criterion Fac_n a

(Females; N m 189)

Factor I
Training Pragsam & Social Ad ustment

Factor
Positive Job Orientatio:

Variable Loadinl Variable Loaeling

Family Feelings About What to do beyond First
Trainee .64 Job .67

Counselor Rating .64 Long Range Job Plans .66

Get Along with Family .61 Awareness of Job
Peer Rating .56 Characteristics .45

Remedial Instructor Ability to Carry Out Plans .43

Rating .53 # Relevant Ways to Search
# People Giving Hard Time -.53 for Job .41

Feelings of Voc. Adequacy .47 Important Things to Ask
Voc. Skill Instructor Job Interviewer .36

Rating .29

Factor Variance = 2.1
Factor Variance = 2.6

Factor III
Monetary_Expectation

Loading_

Factor IV
Vocational_ Confidence

Variable Variable Loading

Amount of Pay Acceptable .85 Job Knowledge .68

Starting Salary Expected Ability to Perform Job .65

Top Salary Expected .83 Save Money .59

Level of OTC Training .32 # Relevant Ways to Search
# Jobs Willing to Train for Job -.38

For -.32 Feelings of Voc, Adequacy .37

Voc. Instructor Rating -.32 Job Motivation .33

Level of OIC Training -.30
Factor Variance = 2.8

Factor Variance = 2.

36
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do inance. As before in the analyses of the test battery loadings of

approximately .30 or greater are utilized for factor interpretation.

Although factor designations for males and females reflect broad sim

larities, there are a number of differences in the specific loading

patterns. Factor I in each sample (allallu_pEsEas_AllTIREFII for

males and TrAPPIg.P_roagram d_Social Adjustment for females) is clearly

one that defines trainee behaviors indicative of success in the program

based on ratings by peers, counselors, remedial and vocational skill

instructors and (for males) absences over the course of training. Only

one aspect of social adjustment accompanies program success for males in

the form o "Trouble with Police"; whereas, females show a much broader

component of family and community adjustments along with their adju- ment

to the training program (thus, dietating the somewhat different designa-

tion for the female v:Trsion of the factor). Social adjustment vari-bles

les combine to form a readily interpretable and separate factor of

Pe- oaal-Social Ad'ustment (Factor II) that defines a trainee who is ad-

jusLing in terms of family, community and peers; in his perceptions of

work, his need to avoid trouble and his assessment of his personal health.

The factor that is dominan- in each sample, in terms of factor

variance (11921.=Emt5,Latimi; Factor III) is quite similar for the

sexes; being definable almost exclusively from the high positive loadings

on salary expectations (starting salary, top salary and minimum pay expec-

tations for a desi ed j b). Among males, those who have their sights set

on higher earnings tend to receive higher ratings by one of the instruc-

tors (Remedial Skills instructor). Females with such ambitions, by con-

trast show a slight tendency to receive a lawe

-26-
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Vocational Skills In uc Other negative aspects -f performance

also enter into the factor, to a minor degree, for both sexes. For males,

those scoring high on the factor show lesser knowledge of effective ways

to search for a desired job. For females there is an unwillingness to

volunteer to train for a variety of different jobs with high monetary

expectations.

The remaining criterion factor for males has a vocational focus

that depicts Effective Job Plannin (Factor IV) dominated by knowledge

of what to do :f the first job obtained after OIC doesn't work out, a

higher level of long-term job plans, knowing important questions to ask

a job interviewer about a prospective job, the best ways to search for

job,and more relevant reasons fo- having selected the particular voca-

tional area for training in OIC. This pattern bears, a marked resemblance

to Factor II for females which carries the same deslgnation and dominant

loadings on most of the same variables.

Relatively unique to the female sample in its loading patte

Factor IV, Vocational Con _de ce, which defines a trainee who is confident

of her kn -ledge of a desired job and her ability to perform it, along

with a positive at. tude toward work in the form of stronger Feelings of

Vocational Adequacy and Job Motivation. However, the confidence may be

somewhat misplaced (i.e., overconfidence?) since the trainee appears to

be less capable of describing relevant ways to search for jobs. Meover,

these women t__d to be enrolled in lower status level occupational

courses in OIC.*

* Areas of training were rated for status level on the basis of the NORC
Occupational Status Scale (Duncan, Hatt & Nor h, 19.61).
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Although some few criterion variables used here differ from those

used with previous (N.Y.C.) study samples, the resulting criterion factor

designations dealing -ith training program adjustments, social adjustment,

and planning capability were found to be equally present and interpretable

for those younger school dropout trainees of the N.Y.C. program--with

specific loading patterns being only approximately comparable. The

difference of primary interest is that the Monetary _Elspotat_is factor

which appears as dominant for OIC males and females was not at all evident

in the N.Y.C. samples.

Ps-Poa Lner-Te Crit- ion Dimensione

From the 35 x 35 intercortelation matrix of post-program c iterion

variables (both sexes combined) four interpre able factors were extracted

and are presented below (Table 7) in terms of their designations and

loadings.

The most clearly interpretable and dominant factor is the one

designated as Overall Empleyment Success (Factor I) with its primary

loadings on the variables of Salary Raise, Promotion Job Satisfaction,

Length of Stay on the Job, Saving of Money, and Current Employm
_ _

Status (i.e., at the time of the intervi

Another -A somewhat different form of job success appears as

largely specific to the worker who entered a blue collar employment

setting (Blue _Collar Job Succe Factor II). This cluster of criterion

variables depicts a former trainee who entered a blue collar job setting,

obtained a higher level job, higher starting salary, expressed greater

job satisfaction, had higher job pay expectations for the future, and,

3 9
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Rotated Loadings

Table 7

or Post-Program Cr

(N a 103)

on Factors

Factor I Factor II
Blue-Collar Job Success

Variable Loading Variable

Save Money .59 Top Pay Expected .67
Raise in Salary (No/Yes) .58 Job Quality Level .64
Met Job Expectations .55 Level of Future Job
Job Satisfaction .55 Sought .63
Employed (At Time Amount of Starting Salary .58

Interview) .54 Job Satisfaction Scale .49
Promotion (No/Yes) .54 Blue/White Collar Employ-
Length of Stay on Job .47 ment -.47
Family Feelings about Met Job Expectation .40

Trainee .43 # Contacts to Find
Ways of Finding Next Job .36 Trainee -.35

Factor Variance 3.1 Factor Variance 3.0

Factor III
Job-SeeknL Effort

Loading

Fact _ IV
Social Ad ustm:ent &Job Kann_

Variable Variable_

# Places Interviewed .82 Long Range Job Plans

.1,0_04-4a

.72
# Applications Filed .80 # People Giving Trainee
# Sources used to Find Hard Time -.55

First Job .54 # Ways to Carry Out Job
Received Unemployment Pay- Plans .48

ments (No/Yes) .38 Financial Help to Family .47
Length of Stay on Job -.36 Going to School (No/Yes) .45
Knowledge of Desired Job -.36 Blue/White Collar Employ-
Hours Worked/Week -.35 ment .40

Employer Rating .35
Factor Variance 2.7 Hours Worked/Week -.32

Factor Variance 2.3

4 0
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if he left the present job, would tend to seek one of higher status

level. Factor III, interpreted as one of Job Seeking Effort_, seems

reasonably definable on the basis of its highest loadings on number

of places interviewed, applications filed, and sources used to find

a job. The diligent search, however, does not characterize someone

for whom the effort has necessarily paid off, in that this former trainee

is one who has worked fewer hours per week, spent less time on the job

he held (or holds), and has tended to receive more unemployment insurance

payments.

The fourth factor (Social Ad ustment and_Job Planning) Is not as

clearly interpretable as the first three since it seems to incorporate

elements that would be thought to constitute somewhat separate dimensions.

The job planning aspect of the factor is apparent in its loadings on long

range plans, knowing how to carry out job plans and attendance at school

on the part of the former train e who tends also to be the one employed

in a white collar setting. Coupled with these are the pbvious social

adjustment indices of providing financial assistance to the family and

better community adl ment (i.e., fewe_ people giving the ex-trainee a

"hard time"). Those who score high on this dimension receive a higher

employer rating. Paradoxically they are somewhat more likely to work

fewer hours per -eek.

C. Test Validation

Having identified the c iterion factors, the predIctIve test valIdI-

ties--which are of major interest for present study purposescan now be

* A number of the variables that load on the factor are probably sex-linked (e.g., "Blue Collar/White Collar Employment" correlates .32 withSex). Combining males and females in this sample is thus more likelyto produce such a "hybrid" effect.
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determined using criterion factor scores computed from those short-term

(program completion) and longer-term (post-program) dimensions. As

implied preViously, the greater burden of evidence for demonstrating

validity must reside primarily with the program comple ion criteria,

because of more acceptable sample characteristics, better analytical

possibilities that stem from the larger sample size and the opportun

to conduct separate analyses by sex.

Short-Term (Program Com letion) Validities

Validity coefficients for the 13 test scores and the Vocational

Interest subscales using factor scores obtained from the Program Com-

pletion matrices, are presented in Table 8 for males and Table 9 for

females.

Significant validity at low to modest levels for a number of the

measures is eviden --especially in relation to the Training Program

Adjustment dimension. For males-the highest predictive validity with

that criterion factor i- found for the attitudinal measure that reflec

awareness of how to behaVe in the job setting (J b Holding Skills;

r = .34); while two cognitive measures also achieve respectable levels

of validity (Job Knowledg r .28 and PR-File Card Sorting; r m .24).

Self-Esteem (r = .20) and Deferred Gratification ( .22) add additional

evidence pointing to the minimal but significant value of other attitudi-

nal perceptions.

Overall, higher levels of test validity are found for the female

sample, among whom the Job Holding Skills test (r .36) qualifies as'

the most valid measure of the battery, ju-t as it did for males. Job



Table 8

Validities for Test Battery Using Program Completion DimensIons as Criteria

Males (N a 115)

Test

Factor 1 Factor 11 Factor III Factor IV
Training Personal- Effective
Program Social Monetary Job

Adfustment Adlustment Expectaton plLum1111_

1. Job Knowledge
, .28** .19- .01 .22*

2. Self-Esteem .20* .13 -.03 .16

3. Deferred Gratifica _on .22* .09 -.03 .13

4. Level of Voc. Aspir. .02 -.03 .11 -.08

5. Level __ Voc. Plans - 05 .02 .02 .01

6., AspiraA :a minus Plans .08 -.05 -.07 -.09

7. Attit. toward Authority .07 .18* .15 .15

8. Job Seeking Skills .15 .20* .12 .20*

9. Job Holding Skills 34** .19* .03 .06

10. Motiv. Voc. Achievement .17 .07 .05 .06

11. PR-Map Reading 13 .00 .01 .05

12. PR-Zip Coding .17 .06 .05 05

13. PR-File Card .24** -.06 -.12 -.02

Interest:

14. Aesthetic -.06 -.11 -.04 -.12

5. Science .07 .11 .08 .14

16. Technical .00 -.01 .24* .01

17. Clerical -.02 .14 -.06 -.09

18. Business -.07 .02 -.02 -.04

19. Service .07 .16 .01 .04

20. Outdoor -.02 -.02 .16 -.04

* Significant at .05 level

_ificant at .01 level 4 3
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Table 9

Validities for Test Battery Using Program Completion Dimensions as Cri

Females (N a 189)

Factor I Factor II Factor III Factor IV
Training
Program Positive

V
& Social Job

oca:ional Monetary

TesC Adjustment Orientation Confidence ENectation

1. Job Knowledge .25** .28** .03 .14

2. Self-Esteem .16* .01 .09 .05

3. Deferred Gratification .16* .17* .12 .05

4. Level of Voc. Aspir. -.13 -.18* -.19* -.05

5. Level of Voc. Plans .-.36** -.18* .07 -.06

6. Aspirations minus Plans .25** .02 -.22* .02

7. Attit. toward Authority .14 .04 .03 -.02

8. Job Seeking Skills .24** 37** .15 .10

9. Job Holding Skills .36** .21* -.04

10. Mot v Voc. Achievement .03 -.03 .02 -.03

11. PR-Map Reading .16* .21* -.01 .05

12. PR-Zip Coding .23* .14 .03 .17*

Interest:

13. Aesthetic -.12 -.16* -.11 .11

14. Science .09 -.02 .04 -.02

15. Technical - 17* -.20* -.06 .06

16. Clerical - 10 -.03 .05 .09

17. Business .15 -.14 .04 .02

18. Service -.03 -.07 -.15 -.01

19. Outdoor .03 -.01 .01 .05

* Significant at ,05 level

** Significant at .01 level
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Knowledge .-- .25), Job Seeking Skills (r .25 ) and PR-Zip Coding

( .23) represent the cognitive contribution to validity in their

dictive value against the'"Program Adjustment" cluster of criterion

behaviors. Of interest in the test validities iith this factor is the

coefficient for Level of Vocational Plans in the form of a relatively

substantial negative r of -.36. Along with this is the significant

positive value (r .25),for the Aspirations-Plans discrepancy score

(LVA minus LVP). OIC females with high levels of vocational expectation

(plans) -e the ones least likely to display the behavior pattern that

defines success at program completion. This apparent disadvantageous

effect of too high a level in occupational goal expectations for females

is reinforced by the two negative validities for LVA and LVP with the

"Positive Job Orientation" factor (r's -.18). At the same time, those

trainees whose job hopes (aspirations) exceed their expectations (plans

to a greater degree--i.e., where voeational plans are kept well below

vocational desires--tend to be the ones who show a higher level of train-

ing program success.

With the "Positive Job Oriente ion" factor, both Job Knowledge

(r .28) and Job Seeking Skills ( .37) measures are again found to

be dominant in their validities, as they were for the Training Program

and Social Adjustment factor. Other scattered significant validities

for males and females on the remaining criterion factors are self-evident

and relatively minor in magnitude.

In terms of the overall validity patterns, the most effective of the

tests for males would appear to be Job Knowledge, with its predictive

capability across three of the four criterion dimensions, followed closely

-4-



by Job Holding Skills and some lesser degree of value for the Job Seeking

Skills measure. For females, the best of the measures on the battery are,

essentially, the same three as for the males but with considerably higher

validities and somewhat different rankingi.e., Job Holding Skills is

clearly of first rank, followed closely by the Job Seeking Skills and Job

Knowledge measures. The tests of Practical Reasoning show only minor and

scattered indications of validity for these short-term outcomes, with

somewhat more promise for females than males.

The Interest subscales have the least demonstrable value with these

criterion dimensions; nor would they necessarily have been expected to

show strong validity patterns, without the opportunity to examine the

relationships within specific vocational skill areas in the OIC program

(an impractical approach given the presently available data

laiger7Term _(Post-Program) yalidities

Validities for the test battery, based on Post-Program criteria,

are shown in Table 10. The levels of validity achieved are not particu-

larly str king for this relatively small and seriously restricted follow-

up sample of 103, that required coMbining of males and females for any

useful analyses. Despite the probable sample limitations, however, the

results show certain patterns of relationship that merit comment. One

such pattern tends to confirm the earlier indication of a negative rela-

tionship between occupational plans and employment success -.22

and -.23 with the two employment success criterion factors and is coupled

okan (1973) reports greater predictive validity than shown here for
these Interest scales when grades in particular vocational skill areas
of secondary school programs are used as the criterion.
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T ble 10

Va1dties for Test Battery Using Po -Program Dimensions as Cr eria

(N a 103)

Test--

Factor I Factor II Fac
Overall Blue

Employment Collar Job
Success Success

Job
Search
Effort

Factor IV
Social

Adjustment
& Plannin

1. Job Knowledge .18 -.07 .07 .13

2. Self-Esteem -.02 .09 .04 .04

3. Deferred Gratification .06 .17 -.02 -.02

4. Level of Voc. Aspirations -.03 -.10 -.06 -.08

5. Level of Voc. Plans -.22* -.23* -.00 ,00

6. Aspirations minus Plans .21* .17 -.06 -.06

7. Attitude toward Authority .11 .28* -.05 .10

8. Job Seeking Skills .11 .20* .05 .17

9. Job Holding Skills .05 .00 -.07 .00

10. Motivation Voc. Achievement .05 .17 .08 - 18

11. PR-Map Reading .11 .14 .19* .20*

12. PR-Zip Coding .18 .29* .08 .15

PR-File Card .05 .13 .00 -.08

Interest:

14. Aesthetic -.21* -.03 -.04 -.17

15. Science -.05 .04 -.07 -.03

16. Technical -.20* .08 -.09 -.02

17. Clerical -,03 .00 -.14 -.04

18. Business -.01 .17 .01 -.03

19. Service -.17 .23* -.03 -.04

20. Outdoor -.03 .16 -.14 .00

* Significant at .05 level
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with an indica- on that favorable outcome attaches to the trainee who

maintalnM his occupntLonul desires (aspirations.) well beyond him actuml

job plans.

Two of the cognitive skill tests (Job SeekIng Skills, r .20; and

PR-Zip Coding, r .29) provide modest levels of validity with the most

predictable of the post-program criterion factors, i.e., the "Blue Collar

Job Success" facto _ Attitude Toward Authority, in its relation to that

same criterion factor (r .28), represents the one attitude scale with

any worthwhile level of validity. For the two remaining criterion perfor-

mance dimensions of "Job Search Effort" and "Social Adjustment," PR-Map

Reading yields the only t o significant validities found.

Scattered and more difficult to interpret validities seen in Table

10 for the Interest subscales could be considered an understandable

result of having to combine male and female samples on measures known

to be sensitive to sex distinctions.

Emp o _en, as Cr_iterion

An opportunity to examine "Employment" as 4 post-program_criterion

is possible with the availability of the 103 members of the sample who

obtained full-time employment (one week or more) following their OIC

training and the 54 who had not found employment during the 6 to 8 month

follow-up period. Bi-serial correlations between the dichotomous employ-

ment v- iable (Employed vs. Not Employed) and each of the 20 pred ctor

test scores are shown in Table 11.

In prior study results, uiing N.Y.C. trainees (Freeberg, 1974), a simi-
lar level of negative predictive validity was found.between the LVP
measure and "Blue Collar Job Success" (r -.21) as well as with one
other job performance criterion factor (r 31 with a factor of
"Short-Range Job Orientation").
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Table 11

Predictive Val dities Using Full-Time Employment
(Employed Full Time vs. Never Employed)

as Criterion

N = 157)

Test bis

1. Job Knowledge -.08

2. Self-Esteem

3. Deferred Gratification .13

4. Level of Voc. Aspirations -.04

5. Level of Voc. Plans .05

6. Aspirations minus Plans -.04

7. Attitude toward Authority .20*

8. Job Seeking Skills

9. Job Holding Skills .06

-10. Motivation Voc.Achievement -.09

11. PR-Map Reading .16*

12. PR-Zip Coding .12

13. PR-File Card- .33

Interest:

14. Aesthet c 05

15. Science .05

16. Technical .10

17. Clerical .07

18. Business .15

19. Service .04

20. Outdoor .11

Males only, N 43
* Significant at the .05 level

** Si- ificant at the .01 level
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The two tests having the most significant levels of validity with

this employment criterion are Attitude Toward Autho ity and Job Seeking

Skills. This tends to strengthen their value as long-term predictors,

previously shown above, with the "Blue Collar Job Succe s" dimension as

criterion. it seems logical that those who possess capability in knowing

where and how to seek employment would be the ones most likely to find

it, while a more positive (i.e., "acceptable") attitude toward those in

positions of authority also appears to add to that likelihood. Some

prospects for the value of cognitive skill capability as _ an employment

predictor also emerge in the of .33 for the PR-File Card Sorting test

(male Only) and is reinforced slightly by the minimal but significant

r of .16 for FR-Map Reading.

CONCLUSTONS

In this attempt to validate a test battery for use with trainees

in a manpower program that stresses vocational skills development (i.e.,

OIC), it has been possible to demonstrate the extent to which a number

of the measures show promise as valid assessment tools. As might have

been anticipated, however, the validity achieved tends to be largely a

function of the nature of the criterion measures chosen, their temporal

position (as short-term or longer-term outcomes), the quality of the

criterion samples or data obtainable, and th- sex of the respondents

for whom validity is ascertained.

Such considerations argue for limiting the conclusions of the

present study primarily to the findings based on the sho -term (program

completion) criteria. Deficiencies in the post- rogram criterion data
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severly limit the generalizations that can be drawn from these findin,-

Given the foregoing caveat, it can be concluded that:

Predictive validity of the battery was best against empirically

defined independent clusters of short-term performance out-

come (i.e., criterion dimensions) obtained at training program

completion.

(b) Fairly consistent significant validities, at modest levels

(r .20's to mid .30's), appeared for tho e cognitive tests

dealing with knowledge of the requirements entailed in perform-

ing a variety of jobs (Job Knowledge), knowing how to search

for and apply for job (Job Seeking Skills) and in following

directions for job-si ulated tasks (Practical Reasoning Skill).

(c) In the attitudinal domain superior validities belong, unmis-

takably, to the measure that reflects an awareness of appro-

priate behaviors in a job setting (Job Holding Skills)--

essentially on a par with the measures of cognitive abili

Self-Esteem, Deferred Gratification and Attitude Toward

Authority scales reach validity levels that are significant

but minimal in magnitude and as a group, fall distinctly

below validity achieved with cogn tive measures.

(d) Validities obtained for a measure of trainee vocational plans

indic te that females whose occupational expectations are

higher tend to be less successful in their criterion perfor-

mance at the completion of the program. For both sexes

combined in a single sample a similar resul_, with criteria

of post-program employment and job success, was obtained.

5 I

y
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Interest subscales showed little predi_ ive validity against

the broad criterion dimensions. Since those dimensions did

dot reflect specific jobs or different occupational areas,

a more definitive assessment of validity would seem to be

contingent upon data that allowed for determining differential

validities of the various interest scales against subgroups

of occupations entered.

Those short-term criteria of success for which the test

battery is most predictable are the ones that form a dimension

of "Training Program Adjustment" composed of ratings of

counselors, instructors, and peers, along with several measures

of adjustment to family and community. Thie would appear to

be the dimensi n for which test prediction of short-term per-

formance is logically most desirable and for which the data

are rather readily obtainable.

(g ) Using factorially derived post-program criterion dimensions,

designated as "Overall Employment Success," "Blue Collar Job

Success, "Job Search Effort," and "Social Adjustment and

Planning" only a scattered handful of significant predictive

test validities could be found. These were primarily in

relation to the "Blue Collar Job Success" criterion dimension

for the tests of Job Seeking Skills, Attitude Toward Authority,

and a measure of Practical Reasoning. As further confirmation

the value of these measures they are also the ones that have

positive predictive relationships with the single dichotomous

criterion measure of whether or not the trainee obtained full-

time employment after leaving 01C.
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(h) Measures of the bat e y may be considered generally applicable

to adult trainees in progra_s that stress occupational skills,

as well as to the younger, adolescent, groups found predomi-

n _tly in "work-experience" ma power programs (for whom the

tests were originally developed). Based on scale scores,

dimensional structure of the battery and overall validity

patterns, including the criterion dimensions derived for use

in validation, a reasonable level of similarity could be id

to exist in the test performance of these groups. The similar-

ities occur despite numerous differences in sample composition

with regard to education, age, marital status, and the

nomic conditions during the time periods in which data

obtained.

From these conclusions the inference may be drawn that the most

valid of the tests are likely to be useful as guidance tools for opera-

tional assessment purposes in manpower training programs. On the basis

of findings for both concurrent validity studies (Freeberg, 1968;

Freeberg 6 Reilly, 1972) and short-term predictive validity studies

(Freeberg, 1974), the dominant measures most defensible for programmatic

use have continued to be the cognitive ones of Job Knowledge, Job Seeking

Skills, and Practical Reasoning abilities, along with the attitudinal

scales of Job Holding Skills, Self-Esteem and Attitude Toward Authority.

eco-

+

Other tests that define logically relevant constructs remain tenuous until

fu ther validation attempts can be made with better quality criterion data.

In addition to the use of -hese tools for guidance or placement pur-

poses (e.g., to identify "high ri k" individuals in a formal counseling

-42-
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framework), the best of the measures might also be used in an heuristic

way for defining areas of strength or weakness in trainee groups (e.g.,

at program entry) and thus aid in modifying curriculum content. Addition-

ally, in situations where there is substantial congruence between program

objectives and constructs measured by the tests, there is some justifica-

tion for their use as measures of change resulting from exposure to the

training program (given proper experimental control in any "before-and-

after" study design). Finally, the short-term and longer-term criterion

dimensions that define independent, ulti-faceted aspects of trainee

perfo- nce (derived here for test validation purposes) can also provide

useful cohe-ent scales for assessing program effectiveness over time.

Any operational use of the most valid of the tests, even on an

experimental basis, would, in any event, require compilation of some

of user's manual that provides separate sets of normative inf _a-

tion for an adolescent population in a work-experience program and for

an older population of train es in an occupational,skills type of pro-

g am. In conjunction with tho6e data, there should be guides to broad

interpretation of each measure (or score profiles for sets of measures)

indicating ranges of likely trainee criterion performance based on the

level of test validities so far demonstrated.

5 4
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(1)

Progran Comp

ENDI x A

erion Var bles

Feelings of Vocational Adequacy (7 item scale score)

(2) Status Level of Occupation Chosen for Training

(3) Relevance
(Irrelevan

f Reason for SelectIon of Occupational TraininS Choice
/Relevant)

(4) Awareness of Job Characteristics (8 item scale sec

(5) Knowledge of Desired Job after OIC (Trainee self-estimate 3 point
scale)

Ability to Perform Desired Job

Expected Starting Salary (lour

Expected Top Salary (hourlY)

Least Fay Acceptable (hourly)

(Trainee selfestimm e

3r)

3 Point cale)

(10) Job Notivation (7 item scale scc e

(11) Number of Relevant Ways to Search for Job

(L2) Number of Important rhings to ask Job Interviewer

(L3) WIlat to Do Beyond First Job (0 Relevant responses)

(L4) Long Term Job Plans (Status level of job choice)

(15) How to Carry Out Plans (# Relevant resPonses)

(16) Peer Rating (6 item scale e)

(17) Get Along with Family (3 point scale)

(18) Family Feeling About Trainee--*Irainee estimate of how faely thinks
he/she is doing (3 point scale)

(19) Financial Assistance to Family (Amo_ every $10 earned 'iilling
o contribute once job is obtained)

(20) Save Money (No/Yes)

7
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(21) Number of People or Iris tltutloas in the Conimtinfty clving Trainee
a "Hard Time"

(22) Health Problems (N fYas)

(23) Amount of Trouble pith Poi 4 point scale)

(24) importance of Keeping Out of Trouble (3 point scale)

(25) Number of Jobs Willing to Train f

(26) Number of Different 7- ining Nrea Changes while in OIC

(27) Number of Days Absent m cLaeses)

Vocational Instructor Batlna (10 item scale score)

(29) Counselor Rating (10 item scale s -re)

(30) Remedial Instructor Rating (10 item scale s re)



APPENDIX: B

-m Crter±on Variables

Number of Coatacts (to locate Ex-Trainee)

Working Now (at tine of inte iew - No/Yes)

Blue Collar/White Collar (work etting)

(4) Job Quality (3-iten scale)

(5) Number of Hours Worked per Week

(6) Length of Stay on Present Joh

(7) Number of Jobs Held since OIC

8) Number of Sour-es used to find First Job

(9) Number of Places Interviewed Before First Job

(10) Number of Applications Filed

(11) Extent to which Trainee Met Expecte ons ( -point scale)

(12) Amount -f Starting Salary (Present or most recently held job)

(13) Pay Raise (No/Yes)

(14) p- ion (No/Yes)

(15) Job Satisfaction (9-item scale score)

(16) Top Salary Expectation

(17) Level of Job Sought (jf left or lost prese t job)

(18) Job Knowledge (Trainee estimate - 3-point scale)

(19) Ways to Search for Next Job (# relevant respons--

(20) Level of Long Range Job Plans

(21) Ability to Achieve Plans relevant responses

(22) Going to School Vow (No/Yes)
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(23) Get Along with Family (3-point sca e

(24) Family Feelings about how Trainee is doing (Trainee Estimate--
3-point scale)

(25) Financial Contribution to Fam y (it of do_ _axs fox each $10
earned)

(26) Number of People Giving Trainee 'Hard Time"

(27) Health Froble (No/Y--)

(28) Number of times seen a Doctor (since leaving OIC)

(29) Save Honey (3-point scale)

(30) Importance of Keeping Out of Trouble -point scale)

(31) Use of Credit (3-point scale)

(32) Ease of Obtaining Credit (3-point scale)

(33) Number of Visits t State Employment Ser ce (since OIC)

(34) Unemployment Payments (No/Yes)

(35)- Employer-Rating (4-item scale acOre
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APPENDIX C_

-Nirle_Sttle_13Erctri which OIC .I1E2.1ssM

1.1re DTsawn for StudY ParSkilt5151

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Atlanta, Georgia

Boston, Ha-_achusetts

Brooklyn, New York

Chicago, 111in-is

Cleveland, Ohio

Detroit, Michigan

Erie, Pennsylvania

Huntington, West Virginia

Indianapolis, Indiana

Jackson Mississippi

Knoxville, Tennessee

Little Rock, Arkan as

Milwaukee, Wiscon

Minneapolis, Hinmesota

Montgomery Alabama

Oklahoma City, Oklahona

Philadelphia, rennsylv:: a

Phoenix, Arizona:

Providence, Rhode Island

Roanokeilfirginia

Rocky Mount, North Carolina

Spokane, Wsshington

Stockton, Califola

Topeka, Kansas

Washington, D. C.

Lubbock Texas Wilmington, Delaware

Menlo Pa k, Calif°

6 I
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